
First Grade December  2019

Phenology—What’s 
Happening Out There? 
Phenology is the study of how seasonal changes affect plants and animals.  As we 
do winter phenology, we are looking for tracks in the snow, animals that have 
come and gone, evidence that animals are still around… what’s living in the 
plants and trees. Please continue to notice temperature, precipitation and 
daylight/nighttime hours.  We encourage you and your budding phenologist to 
notice changes at home and in the community. 
 

Check out our website at capitolhill.spps.org/1stgrade.html  
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CUB CORNER 
Respectful | Responsible | Safe | Kind | Mindful 

Teacher Information 

Marti Starr  
651-325-2473

martha.starr@stpaul.k12.mn.us

Leigah Locke
651-744-1706

leigah.locke@spps.org

Beth Brzinski 
651-325-2517

elizabeth.brzinski@spps.org

Jeanie Swenson    
651-325-2522  

jeanie.swenson@spps.org

Dates to Remember 

December 
2  Belwin Field Trip (Starr, 
Locke) 
6    Belwin Field Trip (Brzinski, 
Swenson) 
9 Cultures and Traditions    
 Unit begins 
21 Winter Break-No School 
Jan 6-  School resumes 
 
Just to let you know… 
Students go outside every day for 
recess.  Please make sure all coats, 
hats, mittens, snow pants and boots 
are labeled.  Students need to get 
dressed independently in 2 minutes.  
Please have your child practice this at 
home. 
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First Grade December  2019

Curriculum Notes 
Reader’s Workshop 
Students are reading ‘just right’ books and enjoying the different genres in 
classroom libraries. Students continue to connect to reading using reading strategies 
such as making connections, predictions, and asking questions. 

Writer’s Workshop 
Students will finish up working on procedural writing.  We will complete our ‘How 
To’ books with a focus on the conventions of writing… capitalization, punctuation, 
spelling and handwriting. 

Everyday Math 
Students should be able to make these statements:  

*I can solve real-world addition and subtraction problems 
involving two digit number .

*I can explain my thinking.  
*I can count by 2’s, 5’s and 10’s and more.  
*I can add and subtract by counting forward and backwards.  
*I can identify pennies, nickels, and dimes, and quarters.  
*I can recognize, describe, and create shape and number patterns.

Cultures and Traditions Unit 
Students will learn about cultures and traditions.  Then, students will share 
information about their own culture(s) and tradition(s) at the end of January.  More 
information to follow!

Match the teacher to their tradition!  
A) She goes on weekly nature adventures.  
B) She loves to host dinner parties.  
C) She rides a Harley with her husband across country every year..  
D) She celebrates her birthday for the entire month of November.

Answers:  A is Ms. Starr, B is Ms. Swenson, C is Ms. Brzinski, D is Ms. Locke. 
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Capitol Hill is… 

Student Wellness
Students will practice self management.  I 
can statements include:  
I can control my emotions so I don’t act 
on impulses.  I can manage stress.  I can 
stay focused.

Student Equity
Culturally relevant teaching and learning 
includes: realness, relevance, relationship, 
and rigor. This month we will focus on 
relevance.  How can teachers help 
students connect to content? How can 
students respond to, and seek personal 
connections to content?

Gifted Students
This month we will help students 
persevere in their learning.  When content 
is already known, the work is practice.  
Something new and challenging can be 
uncomfortable.  We will help students to 
‘sit in the struggle’ as they embark on new 
learning.
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